The thermodynamical potential of relativistic gauge theories can be consistently resummed in terms of HTL propagators, which is, without being restricted to it, exemplified for the case of hot QED. The nonperturbative resummation is gauge independent, free of thermal divergences and, in the weak-coupling limit, compatible with the leading order perturbative result.
in principle resolves the problem of a leading order thermodynamical resummation since, up to an integration constant, the thermodynamical potential can be reconstructed from the entropy [5] .
Nonetheless, a direct calculation of the thermodynamical potential as the central quantity is to be considered instructive, in particular since the entropy approaches [3, 5] rest on an implicit assumption which, a priori, is not guaranteed to hold in the HTL approximation.
These points are addressed in the present note where, starting from the Luttinger-Ward formulation of the thermodynamical potential [4] , the hot QED plasma is studied. This case is particularly simple to analyze but, at the same time, also representative for systems with an equal HTL structure as, e. g., the quark-gluon plasma at finite temperature and density.
II. THE APPROXIMATION SCHEME
As an exact relation, the thermodynamical potential can be expressed in terms of fully dressed Green's functions by the (generalized) Luttinger-Ward representation [4, 6, 7 ]
Ω is a functional of the photon propagator D or the electron propagator S, which are related, by Dyson's equation, to the respective self-energies. The boson part, e. g., is defined by given by all two-particle irreducible bubble graphs with exact propagators ('dressed skeletons') is related to the self-energies by
Consequently, the fundamental stationarity of the thermodynamical potential with respect to variation of the self-energies [8] is fulfilled by (1).
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By the projectors P
1/2 and u is the medium four-velocity, the inverse photon propagator is decomposed into the transverse and the longitudinal part as well as the covariant gaugefixing term,
(K / ∓K / ) (the index denotes the ratio of chirality to helicity), the electron propagator can be written in a similar way as
In terms of the scalar propagators ∆ i , with the degeneracy factors
where the subtractive contribution of the ghost fields, which otherwise decouple, is included, and the integral-sums, continued to d = 3 − 2ε spatial dimensions,
run over either bosonic or fermionic Matsubara frequencies k 0 .
Commencing from this exact scheme, consistent ('symmetry conserving') approximations can be derived [9] : an approximation of the functional Φ in (1-3) yields an expression for the thermodynamical potential which is still stationary. In terms of the perturbative expansion in free Green's functions, this is equivalent to a partial resummation of diagrams avoiding the problem of double counting of graphs (which would violate the stationarity of Ω). In particular, the loop expansion of Φ can be truncated at a certain order, and the resulting set of Dyson equations may be solved by iteration. In that respect, HTL propagators represent the leading term of the high-temperature expansion of the un-dressed Dyson equations obtained from the two-loop truncation of Φ. Therefore, it is not evident a priori that consistent approximations can be formulated in terms of such 'incomplete' expressions derived for soft momenta ≪ T , while thermodynamics is sensitive to the momentum scale T . Although the HTL self-energies persist a reasonable approximation even for hard momenta [10, 11] , they are, as such, not compatible with the scheme (1-3) in leading-loop order with
since, as a matter of fact, the HTL expressions do not fulfill the relation
Nevertheless, as discussed in the following, it is possible to derive a consistent HTL resummation of the thermodynamical potential by using an approximation of the functional Φ which justifies the entropy calculations [3, 5] starting from the representation (1) as well.
III. HTL CONTRIBUTIONS
The HTL self-energies of the photon and the electron are given by [12] 
The quantities
can be considered as asymptotic masses (squared) of the transverse photon and the electron particle excitation, respectively, since their dispersion relations approach mass shells for momenta k ≫ eT . The longitudinal photon (plasmon) mode and the hole (plasmino) excitation, on the other hand, possess a vanishing spectral strength when approaching the light cone exponentially fast for k ∼ > eT .
Besides the Φ part, eqn. (3) 
The imperfect cancellation of the thermal divergence in Ω The complete analysis of the HTL-resummed thermodynamical potential has to keep track of the remaining terms, indexed B in the following, of eqn. (3). Using complex contour integration, the Matsubara sums can be calculated to yield a quasiparticle part stemming from the pole ω i (k) of the propagators, and a Landau-damping contribution arising from
0 ), and the subtraction terms
It turns out in eqn. (8) (4) is
As shown in the following, this representation indeed leads to a well-defined resummed approximation of the thermodynamical potential.
It is first emphasized that the complete expression resulting from (9) and the HTL approximation of (1), which can be written in a compact form as
with the individual contributions given by (7), (8), is free of temperature dependent divergences. While this formal aspect makes Ω ⋆ already a good candidate for a resummed approximation, it reproduces at the same time the perturbative limit of the thermodynamical potential.
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Separating the free contributions, e. g., for the boson part by
, and using the expansion ln(1−x)+x/2 = −x/2+O(x 2 ), the leading order correction to the Stefan-Boltzmann limit is, with (5) and (6),
As in the HTL calculations [3, 5] of the QCD entropy, the leading order term originates entirely from the behavior of the thermodynamically relevant excitations at the hard momentum scale T .
The next-to-leading order term, on the other hand, cannot be expected to be reproduced in the present approach: In an equivalent approach for the scalar g 2 φ 4 model, where the complete leading-loop Luttinger-Ward resummation of the thermodynamical potential can be derived [13] , the corresponding O(g 3 ) correction takes its correct value only after the resummation of the self-energy, while the expressions (5) are calculated with bare propagators. Accordingly, the contribution of order e 3 , which arises from the static longitudinal parts of (10),
is found to disagree with the perturbative result Ω It remains to note that the definition (10) of Ω ⋆ is unique; other choices of Φ ⋆ than (9) would result in uncompensated thermal divergences or an incorrect perturbative limit.
V. SUMMARY
The generalized Luttinger-Ward formulation of the thermodynamical potential is a suitable framework to derive consistently resummed approximations for relativistic gauge theories, with the propagators approximated by their HTL contributions. While the formalism is particularly simple to analyze in the case of the hot QED plasma, which is exemplified here, the application to other systems (including the QCD plasma) with the same HTL structure is evident. As a direct result of the HTL approximation, the resummed thermodynamical potential (10) is gauge independent. All medium-dependent divergences cancel, hence the approximation is explicitly renormalization-scale independent. The resummed expression (10) enjoys the anticipated behavior of a nonperturbative approximation. As shown in Figure 1, it yields a smooth extrapolation to the large-coupling regime, where it is inclosed by the perturbative results which are known to fluctuate with increasing order. In the weakcoupling limit, on the other hand, the perturbative result is recovered. This demonstrates that to leading order the resummed thermodynamical potential can entirely be expressed in terms of HTL propagators.
The applications of the formalism to the hot and dense quark-gluon plasma are straightforward and promising, in particular with regard to the suggestion [14] to extrapolate finitetemperature lattice data to a finite chemical potential. The reliability of the consistent leading order resummation, however, remains to be justified by a systematic next-to-leading order calculation. 
